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Note from Wes: Not very often do we get to see such a comprehensive report of the subject of WalkIns, and it is greatly needed and appreciated.
Over the past two years I’ve been approached by many people looking to understand what a Walk-In truly
is. There are many people in the world that don’t know that they even exist.
It’s a relatively new phenomenon, especially the new types of Walk-Ins that are showing up here on the
planet. I admit that even though I am a Shaman, Intuitive and Medium – I too did not know, or could even
grasp the concept of a Walk-In, until one day I found myself faced with making that choice.
What is a Walk-In?
For some clarification let’s first distinguish what a Walk-In is. A Walk-In is the exchange, in part or in
whole, the souls of two beings within the same body whereby the soul of the current (human) being is
either exchanged with the soul of another, or is present in conjunction with another being in the same
body.
Before beginning with the original or Replacement Walk- In, we should cover the rules. First and
foremost there will never be any negative energy or lower-evolved Soul allowed to come into a
previously-inhabited body. So any aspect of the Walk-In experience is covered by this cardinal rule.
The Replacement Walk-In comes when the soul of the person has fulfilled its mission and there’s an
opportunity for the soul of another being to ‘walk-into’ the body of the soul departing. This is where the
term “Walk-In” originated.
This is a pre-arranged agreement by both parties prior to the incarnation of that person. In some cases, it’s
not a pre-arranged agreement, as is seen when a person endures a major illness or accident.
When death is imminent or has occurred, the person is brought by the Guardians, into a holding room and
given choices. Among those choices is the Walk-In experience. With the ReplacementWalk-in choice, the
person leaves completely and allows the incoming Soul to complete a mission or task that has to do with
the evolution of the planet. This is a choice presented to the personand the incoming Soul that is given the
opportunity to carry on within the person’s body.
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The second Walk-In experience is the Oversoul Walk-In, in which the higher soul of a person is
integrating in a much grander way with the Human vessel. We’re but a glimmer, almost a holographic
representation of our Higher Soul down here in the Third Dimension. With the limitations of the Third
Dimension we cannot fit or carry the entire essence that is our Higher Self into ourselves. In these cases, a
person can feel at first that they are having an integration experience of an extraterrestrial or otherworldly Soul, but after the integration experience itself, one comes to understand that they are physically
carrying a greater aspect of themselves, now here to carry out very important missions on the planet.
The third Walk-In experience is the Braided Walk-In experience. This is the most complicated and
potentially dangerous for the two Souls, of the three instances of Walk-Ins. This is where two Souls are
able to co-habit in one body. There’s a great deal of work needed to upgrade the Human body to allow the
higher-evolved consciousness of a Being outside the Third Dimension to enter into the body of the
human. It also takes the intense and rigorous training of both Souls to learn how to co- habit with out
harming the other. It’s a potentially long and arduous integration process and both parties have to be
highly trained before attempting such an integration.
I know it seems complicated and even dangerous, but rest assured, there are guardians present making
sure that there are no negative souls or spirits ‘jumping’ into bodies of people without permission. I think
that this is what lies at the heart of the fear that some people have with regards to this somewhat new idea
of an exchange of souls in one body.
But rest assured, no such things are allowed to happen.We have a short period of time left before the shift,
and the most kind and loving souls are the ones volunteering to take the place of an outgoing soul, to
assist in this great time of transformation. It’s one of the great Balancers that have been put in place. To
truly understand the sacrifice these Souls are making we need to cover the different levels of Volunteers.
History of the Volunteers
Many different levels of Volunteers have been allowed to interact with the human race to ensure the
Ascension of the planet and all her inhabitants. First, there were the Channels, human beings so
connected to the light that they brought messages from many sources ranging from Extraterrestrials to
Ascended Masters to Angels and even God. Their mission, in the beginning, was to bring you the muchneeded information to prepare for the Ascension.
As the time of Ascension raced towards us, and the people were not waking up fast enough, another level
of Volunteers were sent – they’re called Starseeds, beings that have already evolved past the Third
Dimension, but out of their love for Humanity, volunteered to be born back into the Third Dimension and
into a body, to be able to physically ground the energies needed to wake people up ‘from the inside out’.
Because our Galactic Brothers and Sisters along with the Angelic realm cannot directly interfere, there
had to be a crafty solution to the desperate need to wake us up ‘from the inside’. So these Starseeds came
here, not really fitting into the normalcy the majority of the planet experiences.
They knew themselves to be different, but they came awake themselves at different times as to fulfill
many rolls to help prepare Humanity for the Shift. After some time it was obvious that there was still a
need for more Volunteers to come to the planet.
We started to run out of time and it was starting to be serious, so serious action was needed. There was a
plan devised to send more Volunteers to the Planet by making available the opportunity for souls to leave
and let others come down to carry out missions, thus the Walk-Inwave of volunteers came into being.
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My Choice: Braided Walk-In
My experience falls under the “Braided Walk-Ins”. I firstly was a Starseed from birth, picking the
bloodline and family I would be born into. I came into this world with a great deal of consciousness.
I had many gifts from the moment I arrived which I maintained while being here on the planet. I was born
to a Cherokee Medicine line and had the gift of sight. I had prophetic Dreams and Clairvoyance. I saw
through the veils, so I could see Spirits and Angels. I also carried a large portion of memory of why I was
here and I developed my gifts and steadied myself on this earth existence.
I chose a situation to be born into that had an involvement with the Military and the hybrid experiments
they were involved with, so I could later shed light on what had been happening to people on the planet in
violation of free will.
I grew to have a strong idea of why I was here and my strength as a healer was improving rapidly. Until
one day I suffered multiple massive strokes. I was not supposed to survive them. I was not supposed to
recover from them. And at the moment I was to die I was approached by the Guardians, and I was given
the opportunity to complete my mission here on the planet.
I was given the opportunity to accept a Walk-In. In exchange for this, I would have my body healed.
While in the Great White Hall, I was shown what would be result of every choice I had, and I was faced
with three choices.
The first, was the choice to die and relinquish my body and my mission here on the planet. The second
was to let another soul come into my body, replacing my soul, to help the planet at this great time of
change.
The third and final option was to accept an Integration with an Extraterrestrial Being, co- habit in the
same body and be able to fulfill my mission. There was a warning; the integration process for a Braided
Walk-In would be risky for both myself and the Being attempting to come in.
If successful, my body would be healed, and I would have a tremendous expansion of my consciousness
and I would be able to see through to the end my purpose here on the Planet. Well, needless to say, that
after all I had endured to come to the planet and be born into a human Third Dimensional body, I wasn’t
going to give up that easy. So I chose the Integration, and all that has come out of it.
The process was long and arduous. It was very difficult for myself and the Extraterrestrial Being that
chose this path with me. But I’m happy to say that we both are here, and we are doing very well.
The Mission: First Ever Walk-in-summit – the re-design
One of the missions we’ve chosen together here on the planet is to unite the Walk-Ins, Starseeds and
Earth-Seeds. Firstly, there is an awareness to bring to people about the definition of what a Walk-In is,
and why we’re here on the planet.
Secondly, there is much work to do to bring us all together so that we all can pool our resources, and
impact as many people as we can, with as little time as there is left before the shift.
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In the past, the way that conferences went was a day packed full of speakers. Yes, there were many to
choose from, but when you needed to take care of your well being, food, restroom, rest, you had to miss
one or more of the speakers. Then, if you wanted to interact with one of the speakers, you had to buy a
book, and if you were lucky, while that speaker signed it they would talk to you.
But no real significant interaction could take place. No real work could be done at the time. You had to go
home and do that work alone. You couldn’t ask questions or delve into the many areas of your interest
with them.
Then, as speakers became more popular they wouldn’t be available at all for interaction, unless you paid
an exorbitant amount of money to attend a ‘workshop’ with that speaker. Still, you are not guaranteed a
one-on-one interaction.
There is nothing wrong with that model, it’s just an old one. This is the dawning of a new age, the age of
Love. And in that age, the people who’ve been bringing you the information you need to do your work,
will be working hand in hand with you, to help you be successful in your mission here. So we have gone
to work to create a new model, here and now.
One of the ways we’re choosing to do that is to host the FIRST ever Walk-in-summit. Yes- a ‘conference’
organized and led by, you guessed it, Walk-Ins.
Now the reason we’re calling it a Summit is this: there will be two days in which eight speakers will give
you time-sensitive information on how to navigate this Ascension process, directly from the source, our
Galactic Brothers and Sisters who now live or co-habit in the bodies of the speakers.
The Speakers have a direct connection to aspects outside our Third-Dimension reality and can help us see
“further down the road” than what our Third-Dimensional consciousness can allow us at this time.
Then on Sunday you’ll get the opportunity to observe and participate in the first ever ‘Working Summit’
between these Walk-Ins, who’ll put together organizations and support systems for YOU the participants,
and the world, to help the planet in this great time of change.
What we’ll put together is organized places, venues and resources that you the Walk-Ins, Starseeds and
Earth-Seeds can utilize to better serve the Planet. In the new model, you’ll interact with our speakers. At
the end of each day there is a question-and-answer period for you to ask any questions you have on the
Shift and your role in it. Also, this is the first environment where you can find out, in a working
conversation, where you fit in and what your mission is here on the planet. Are you a Walk-In? A
Starseed? Do you know what your mission is? Would you like to find out?
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